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POPULISM’S SPREAD CUT SHORT
Political events continue to drive markets this week as the Dutch election and the UK government steal headlines. The aptly named Dutch Trump, Geert 
Wilders, did not win a majority in the Netherlands election as the current Prime Minister, Mark Rutte, took the lead. The UK government backtracked 
on Philip Hammonds proposed tax increase for the self-employed in a bid to win back the title of the entrepreneur’s party. Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn 
commented “It seems to me like a government in a bit of chaos here” jumping at the chance to retaliate after the Chancellors jibes last week. 

Elsewhere in the UK, Nicola Sturgeon continues to push for Scottish independence despite May rejecting the vote until negotiations with the EU are 
over. The polls suggest the referendum would result in an independent Scotland, but then again the accuracy of past polls leaves much to be desired.

US: FED PUSHES FORWARD
As expected the US Federal reserve chose to raise short-term interest rates by 25 basis 
points to a range between 0.75 per cent and 1 per cent on Wednesday. Chairwoman 
Janet Yellen was again questioned about the outlook for Trump’s promised policies 

but no further insight was given. For many a focus point of the meeting was the historical 
“dot plot” which shows the projections for future hikes. This was largely unchanged with two 
further hikes this year and another four in 2018.The committee haven’t changed their forecasts 
for growth, unemployment or inflation. Despite the bold claims from politicians surrounding 
double growth during Trump’s term the Fed anticipate it will stay below the long-term target 
of 2 per cent.

Markets have responded unexpectedly with the dollar dropping, stocks broadly rising and 
government bond yields falling. The dollar index lost as much as 1 per cent, the S&P 500 
climbed 0.8 per cent and the 5yr yield fell 12 basis points. Although this is unexpected the stock 
market does tend to benefit when a rate hike can be attributed to a strong economy and rising 
inflation. 

EU: COALITION ON THE CARDS
Mark Rutte, leader of the centre-right People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy, 
secured the most seats in the Dutch election on Wednesday. This combined with 
the somewhat dovish news from the Fed sent the euro higher to hit 1.075 against 

the dollar. In the run up to the election, polls had suggested there was a high probability of 
Geert Wilders, leader of the far-right Party for Freedom, winning. Deutsche Bank noted that an 
increase to the inflow of refugees was closely linked to the popularity of the anti-immigration 
party and as these numbers fell so did Geert’s chance of winning.

Although many see Rutte’s win as a triumph against right-wing populism his win was likely 
a result of him targeting voters with a less severe version of Wilders anti-immigrant stance. 
Many are using the Dutch election as a benchmark for the upcoming elections in France and 
Germany however, it may be a tad premature to predict a Macron or Merkel win given that Geert 
seems to have caused a ripple in the centre, shifting many voters to the right.

UK: MAY MOVES FORWARD
It should be full steam ahead for Prime Minister Theresa May at the end of the month 
as Parliament gave the go ahead on her Brexit bill this week. May’s counterparts 
across the EU have repeatedly asked for clarity on the Prime Minister’s Brexit plans 

but have simply been met with a brief statement mentioning March as the month and leaving 
as the plan. The build up to the activation of Article 50 is likely to be somewhat overshadowed 
by the long two-year process that will consist of back and forth discussions over who gets what 
in the most talked about divorce of the year. 

Elsewhere in the UK, the Monetary Policy Committee, MPC, chose to keep rates unchanged this 
month but indicated a hike isn’t far away. The MPC is likely keeping a close eye on retail sales 
as they have been a large driver for UK growth post referendum. Official data shows retail sales 
continued their decline posting a third consecutive slump last month, which in turn may change 
the committee’s outlook at the next meeting.
 

THE MARKETS THIS WEEK
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